## Florida State Fair 2010 EDUCATIONAL POSTERS
### Judging Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Points</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4-3</th>
<th>2-1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Required Elements (5)** | All required elements are included on the poster  
*Name on back  
*Correct poster size  
*Title  
*2010 Skillathon Topics – any in book  
*Game or Activity – Needs instruction and answer key  
*If other resources used – must be listed on back | All but 1 of the required elements are included on the poster | Several required elements were missing | DQ: Poster Size  
DQ: Not 2010  
Skill-a-ton Topic  
DQ: Plagiarism |
| **Labels (5)** | All items/pictures are labeled and easily read from at least 3 ft. away | Most items/pictures are labeled and easily read from 3 ft. away. | Labels are too small to read | No labeling on pictures or items |
| **Content – Information Accuracy (5)** | All accurate facts/details/definitions are displayed on the poster. | Most accurate facts/details/definitions are displayed on the poster. | Pictures only no text  
Text only no pictures | Minimal information |
| **Attractiveness (5)** | The poster is exceptionally attractive in terms of design, layout, and neatness | The poster is acceptable. | The poster is messy. | The poster is not attractive. |
| **Grammar/Spelling (5)** | There are NO grammatical/spelling mistakes on the poster. | There is 1 grammatical/spelling mistake on the poster. | There are 2 grammatical/spelling mistakes on the poster. | There are more than 2 grammatical/spelling mistakes on the poster. |
| **Effort (5)** | More information, good use of space  
Much time expended | Re-phrased and in own writing or printed | Min effort with mostly copy/paste text or pictures on poster | Black/white only  
Pencil only  
Little effort in poster |
| **TOTAL (30)** | | | | |